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Rin has always been a quiet, helpful girl, but a secret has been eating away at her, and the solace

Rin once could find among the tall trees surrounding her forest home has vanished. When she

leaves home to join her older brother in the city, she finds intriguing answers to her questions, an

adventure she doesn't expect, and a sense of self she never thought she would find.
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I love Shannon Hale's writing. I've been a huge fan since Princess Academy. Then came Goose

Girl. I snatched each one up as soon as they came out because I couldn't get enough. Not only can

she tell a good, original story, but she does it with flowing language and beautiful imagery. Forest

Born has that same voice but I can't say that it's my favorite.Rin is Razo's younger sister, the

youngest of the siblings, and as it often happens, she has a hard time figuring out who she is. She

tries to shadow her Ma, Razo, and even the trees. Especially the trees, which seem to speak a

language she can understand and get lost in. But there is something else about her that is ugly and

black and wanting to get out. It's an internal battle and only she can fight it. It's teenage angst told in



Bayern style.As with all of Shannon Hale's characters, I fell in love with this one. I loved Rin's

character and I wanted her to find herself but the journey was filled with so much self-loathing and

self-pity that the only moments of relief are the scenes with Razo, Isi, Enna, and Dasha. I

understand the the journey of self-discovery is a long one and often a difficult one. I didn't have a

pleasant adolescence so I get that. And I don't mind dark and twisty stories. But it's difficult to read

about someone's inner tortured angst for 300 pages. The action starts to pick up towards the end

and that is when Rin begins to make progress. By then, I just wanted to find out how it would end.I

wanted to like this book. I was so excited to hear that another Bayern book was coming out. But like

Rin, this book feels like a shadow of the other ones.

Rin has had a happy childhood in the Forest of Bayern. But as she grows older, she realizes that

she doesn't know who she is, what she is supposed to be--or if she even likes what she might

become. To discover herself, she leaves the forest, her beloved trees and even more beloved

family, to become a handmaid to Isi, her brother Razo's friend--who also happens to be the Queen

of Bayern. War has only just ended, but a new, mysterious threat faces the monarchs. Rin joins Isi,

Enna, and Dasha (the three mysterious "fire sisters" who can speak the languages of wind, fire, and

water) on a mission to save Bayern and the queen's own son. Rin soon realizes that in order to be

truly helpful, she must find her own self (and maybe her own language) along the way.Shannon

Hale is, in my opinion, one of the best contemporary authors, so it means a lot when I say that

Forest Born is one of my favorites of her books, and that Rin is my favorite character. Upon

beginning the book, I felt a little disappointed with Rin, feeling that her character wasn't as well

developed or interesting as Bayern's other heroines--but then I was knocked over with Shannon

Hale's ability to use a seeming flaw as a crucial element to the plot. I hate spoilers, so I won't give

anything away...but Rin's struggles and victories make her arguably the strongest Hale character

yet. For those of you who follow Shannon Hale's work religiously, I felt that Forest Born's plot was

not as heart-stopping as Enna Burning's or as well-paced as Princess Academy's, and that the

humor was not quite up to the level of River Secrets. (But they're still very good.) On the other hand,

her descriptions and metaphors are better than ever, and...the characters! Every book has its own

particular strength and Forest Born's is the characters.
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